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Geologic Resources Inventory Map Document

Pictured Rocks National
Lakeshore,
Michigan
Document to Accompany
Digital Geologic-GIS Data
piro_geology.pdf
Version: 3/29/2022
This document has been developed to accompany the digital geologic-GIS data developed by the
Geologic Resources Inventory (GRI) program for Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore, Michigan (PIRO).
Attempts have been made to reproduce all aspects of the original source products, including the
geologic units and their descriptions, geologic cross sections, the geologic report, references and all
other pertinent images and information contained in the original publication.
This document contains the following information:
1) About the NPS Geologic Resources Inventory Program – A brief summary of the Geologic
Resources Inventory (GRI) Program and its products. Included are web links to the GRI GIS data
model, and to the GRI products page where digital geologic-GIS datasets, scoping reports and
geology reports are available for download. In addition, web links to the NPS Data Store and GRI
program home page, as well as contact information for the GRI coordinator, are also present.
2) GRI Digital Maps and Source Citations – A listing of all GRI digital geologic-GIS maps produced for
this project along with sources used in their completion. In addition, a brief explanation of how each
source map was used is provided.
3) Digital Surficial Geologic-GIS Map of Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore and Vicinity
a) Surficial Map Unit Listing – A listing of all surficial map units present on the Digital Surficial
Geologic-GIS Map of Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore and Vicinity.
b) Surficial Map Unit Descriptions – Descriptions for all surficial map units present on the Digital
Surficial Geologic-GIS Map of Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore and Vicinity.
c) Surficial Ancillary Source Map Information – Additional surficial source map information
relevant to the Digital Surficial Geologic-GIS Map of Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore and Vicinity.
4) Digital Bedrock Geologic-GIS Map of Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore and Vicinity
a) Bedrock Map Unit Listing – A listing of all bedrock map units present on the Digital Bedrock
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Geologic-GIS Map of Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore and Vicinity.
b) Bedrock Map Unit Descriptions – Descriptions for all bedrock map units present on the Digital
Bedrock Geologic-GIS of Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore and Vicinity.
d) Bedrock Ancillary Source Map Information – Additional bedrock source map information
present relevant to the Digital Bedrock Geologic-GIS Map of Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore and
Vicinity.
5) GRI Digital Data Credits – GRI digital geologic-GIS data and ancillary map information document
production credits.

For information about using GRI digital geologic-GIS data contact:
Stephanie O'Meara
Geologist/GIS Specialist/Data Manager
Colorado State University Research Associate, Cooperator to the National Park Service
Fort Collins, CO 80523
phone: (970) 491-6655
email: stephanie_o'meara@partner.nps.gov
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About the NPS Geologic Resources Inventory Program
Background
The Geologic Resources Inventory (GRI) provides geologic map data and pertinent geologic information
to support resource management and science-informed decision making in more than 270 natural
resource parks throughout the National Park System. Geologic resources for management consideration
include both the processes that act upon the Earth and the features formed as a result of these
processes. Geologic processes include: erosion and sedimentation; seismic, volcanic, and geothermal
activity; glaciation, rockfalls, landslides, and shoreline change. Geologic features include mountains,
canyons, natural arches and bridges, minerals, rocks, fossils, cave and karst systems, beaches, dunes,
glaciers, volcanoes, and faults.
The GRI is one of 12 inventories funded by the National Park Service (NPS) Inventory and Monitoring
Program. The Geologic Resources Division of the NPS Natural Resource Stewardship and Science
Directorate administers the GRI. The NPS Geologic Resources Division partners with the Colorado State
University Department of Geosciences to produce GRI products. Many additional partners participate in
the GRI process by contributing source maps or reviewing products.
The GRI team undertakes three tasks for each park in the Inventory and Monitoring program: (1) conduct
a scoping meeting and provide a summary document, (2) provide digital geologic map data in a
geographic information system (GIS) format, and (3) provide a GRI report. These products are designed
and written for nongeoscientists.

Products
Scoping Meetings: These park-specific meetings bring together local geologic experts and park staff to
inventory and review available geologic data and discuss geologic resource management issues. A
summary document is prepared for each meeting that identifies a plan to provide digital map data for the
park.
Digital Geologic Maps: Digital geologic maps reproduce all aspects of traditional paper maps,
including notes, legend, and cross sections. Bedrock, surficial, and special purpose maps such as
coastal or geologic hazard maps may be used by the GRI to create digital Geographic Information
Systems (GIS) data and meet park needs. These digital GIS data allow geologic information to be easily
viewed and analyzed in conjunction with a wide range of other resource management information data.
For detailed information regarding GIS parameters such as data attribute field definitions, attribute field
codes, value definitions, and rules that govern relationships found in the data, refer to the NPS GeologyGIS Data Model document available at: https://www.nps.gov/articles/gri-geodatabase-model.htm
Geologic Reports: GRI reports synthesize discussions from the original scoping meeting, follow up
conference call(s), and subsequent research. Chapters of each report discuss the geologic setting of the
park, distinctive geologic features and processes within the park, highlight geologic issues facing
resource managers, and describe the geologic history leading to the present-day landscape. Each report
also includes a poster illustrating these GRI digital geologic-GIS data.
For a complete listing of GRI products visit the GRI publications webpage: https://go.nps.gov/gripubs.
GRI digital geologic-GIS data is also available online at the NPS Data Store: https://irma.nps.gov/
DataStore/Search/Quick. To find GRI data for a specific park or parks select the appropriate park(s),
enter “GRI” as a Search Text term, and then select the Search button.
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For more information about the Geologic Resources Inventory Program visit the GRI webpage: https://
www.nps.gov/subjects/geology/gri.htm. At the bottom of that webpage is a “Contact Us” link if you need
additional information. You may also directly contact the program coordinator:
Jason Kenworthy
Inventory Coordinator
National Park Service Geologic Resources Division
P.O. Box 25287
Denver, CO 80225-0287
phone: (303) 987-6923
fax: (303) 987-6792
email: Jason_Kenworthy@nps.gov
The Geologic Resources Inventory (GRI) program is funded by the National Park Service (NPS) Inventory
and Monitoring (I&M) Division. Learn more about I&M and the 12 baseline inventories at the I&M
webpage: https://www.nps.gov/im/inventories.htm.
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GRI Digital Maps and Source Map Citations
The GRI digital geologic-GIS maps for Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore, Michigan (PIRO):
Digital Surficial Geologic-GIS Map of Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore and Vicinity, Michigan
(GRI MapCode PIRO_surficial)
The above map provides complete surficial geology coverage for Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore
(PIRO) and was produced from the following source. The full extent of this source map was used, and all
geologic features were captured. See index map for extent of this source.
VanderMeer, S. M., 2020, Surficial Geology of Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore, Michigan:
Western Michigan University, Ph.D. Dissertation, scale 1:24,000 (Pictured Rocks National
Lakeshore (Surficial Geology)). (GRI Source Map ID 76110).

Digital Bedrock Geologic-GIS Map of Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore and Vicinity, Michigan
(GRI MapCode PIRO_bedrock)
The above map provides complete bedrock geology coverage for Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore
(PIRO) and was produced from the following map source. Only a partial extent this source map was
used, but all geologic features within that extent were captured. See index map for extent used.
Reed, R. C. and Daniels, J., 1987, Bedrock Geology of Northern Michigan: Michigan Department of
Natural Resources, Geological Publication BG-01, scale 1:500,000. (GRI Source Map ID 72152).
The source map listed above contained limited information about geologic unit age and lithology. The
publications listed below were used to derive geologic unit age and lithology to supplement the above
map source.
The following publication was used to assign ages to geologic units present in the source map, Bedrock
Geology of Northern Michigan, listed above.
Catacosinos, P.A. et al, 2001, Stratigraphic Lexicon for Michigan: Michigan Geological Survey,
Bulletin 8. (GRI Source Map ID 75576).
These three publications listed below were used to derive geologic unit descriptions for geologic units
present in the source map, Bedrock Geology of Northern Michigan, listed above.
Hamblin, W. K., 1958, The Cambrian Sandstones of Northern Michigan: Michigan Geological
Survey, Ph.D. Dissertation, Publication 51, 55p. (GRI Source Map ID 75574).
Hussey, R. C., 1952, The Middle and Upper Ordovician Rocks of Michigan: Michigan Geological
Survey, Geological Series 39, Publication 46, 32p. (GRI Source Map ID 75573).
Milstein, R. L., 1987, Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore, Northern Michigan: Geological Society of
America, Centennial Field Guide - North-Central Section, 3p (Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore). (
GRI Source Map ID 75572).

Additional information pertaining to each source map is also presented in the GRI Source Map
Information (PIROMAP) table included with the GRI digital geologic-GIS data.
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Index Maps
The following index maps display the extents of the GRI digital geologic-GIS maps produced for Pictured
Rocks National Lakeshore (PIRO). The boundary for Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore (as of January
2022) on both indexes below is outlined in green. The index map on top shows (in blue) the extent of the
Digital Surficial Geologic-GIS Map of Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore and Vicinity. The index map on
the bottom shows (outlined in red) the extent of the Digital Bedrock Geologic-GIS Map of Pictured Rocks
National Lakeshore and Vicinity.
Surficial Index Map

Bedrock Index Map

Index maps by Jim Chappell (Colorado State University)
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Digital Surficial Geologic-GIS Map of Pictured Rocks NL and
Vicinity
Surficial Map Unit List
The surficial geologic units present in the digital geologic-GIS data produced for Pictured Rocks National
Lakeshore, Michigan (PIRO) are listed below. Units are listed with their assigned unit symbol and unit
name (e.g., Qdl - Disturbed land, gravel and/or sandpit). Units are listed from youngest to oldest.
Information about each geologic unit is also presented in the GRI Geologic Unit Information
(PIROUNIT_SURFICIAL) table included with the GRI digital geologic-GIS data. Some source unit
symbols, names and/or ages may have been changed in this document and in the GRI digital geologicGIS data. This was done to standardize geologic unit symbols to be more like what exists on typical
geologic maps. Unit symbols, names and/or ages in a unit descriptions, or on a correlation of map units
or other source map figure were not edited. If a unit symbol, name or age was changed by the GRI the
unit's source map symbol, name and/or age appears with the unit's source map description.

Cenozoic Era
Quaternary Period
Qdl - Disturbed land, gravel and/or sand pit
Qb - Beach sand
Qp - Peat and muck
Qg - Grand Marais outwash fan complex
Qm - Munising outwash fan complex
Qsg - Outwash, undifferentiated
Qs - Meltwater sluiceway
Qkt1 - Kame terrace 1
Qkt2 - Kame terrace 2
Qkt3 - Kame terrace 3
Qkt4 - Kame terrace 4
Qkt5 - Kame terrace 5
Qkt6 - Kame terrace 6
Qts - Thin sediment above bedrock
Qd - Diamicton ridge
Qe - Esker
Qdr - Drumlin
Qpm - Stacked push moraine

Paleozoic Era and Proterozoic Eon
Ordovician, Cambrian Periods, and Neoproterozoic Era
OCPRbr - Bedrock
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Surficial Map Unit Descriptions
Descriptions of all geologic map units, generally listed from youngest to oldest, are presented below. All
unit descriptions from source map: Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore (Surficial Geology)

Qdl - Disturbed land, gravel and/or sand pit (Anthropocene)
Pit - Disturbed land, gravel and/or sand pit (Anthropocene)
No unit description provided.

Qb - Beach sand (Holocene)
Well-sorted, fine to medium quartz sand, currently or recently active along and near present shorelines.
Sand is overall light buff or tan in color. Some areas contain abundant accumulations of well-rounded
gravel, pebbles, and/or cobbles composed of granite, sandstone, and other igneous and metamorphic
rock s. Includes dunes and beach ridges.

Qp - Peat and muck (Holocene)
Isolated, poorly drained areas, depressions, or river floodplains containing partially and/or fully
decomposed organic material. May be underlain by sand and/or gravel.

Qg - Grand Marais outwash fan complex (Pleistocene)
Bedded, fine to coarse, quartz-rich sand (outwash) associated with the Grand Marais outwash fan
complex (often referred to as the “Grand Marais moraine” in the literature). Sand matrix is typically light
to medium tan in color, contains small amounts of silt and clay (typically less than 5% by weight), and
may contain mostly granite and sandstone gravel and/or cobbles. Fans gently slope southward from the
crest (head of outwash), which marks a former glacial ice margin position. Grand Marais outwash fans
lack a distinct terminus in the adjacent quadrangles south of the Au Sable Point SE and SW
quadrangles (Sunken Lake and Driggs Lake, not mapped), display smooth topography with interspersed
areas of pitted (kettled) terrain, and generally lie at lower elevations than the Munising outwash fans (Qm
).

Qm - Munising outwash fan complex (Pleistocene)
Bedded, fine to coarse, quartz-rich sand (outwash) associated with the Munising outwash fan complex
(often referred to as the “Munising moraine” in the literature). Sand matrix is typically light to medium tan
in color, contains small amounts of silt and clay (typically less than 5% by weight), and may contain
mostly granite and sandstone gravel and/or cobbles. Fans gently slope southward from the crest (head
of outwash), which marks a former glacial ice margin position. Munising outwash fans have a clear
terminus in the adjacent quadrangles south of the Au Sable Point SE and SW quadrangles (Sunk en
Lake and Driggs Lake, not mapped), display hummocky kame and kettle terrain, and generally lie at
higher elevations than the Grand Marais outwash fans (Qg).
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Qsg - Outwash, undifferentiated (Pleistocene)
Bedded, fine to coarse, quartz-rich sand and gravel (outwash) with hummocky kame and kettle terrain.
Sand matrix is typically light to medium tan in color, contains small amounts of silt and clay (typically
less than 5% by weight), and may contain mostly granite and sandstone gravel and/or cobbles. Outwash
appears unrelated to Grand Marais and Munising outwash units (Qg and Qm). Sediments collapsed into
the hummocky surface of variable thickness following melting of former isolated ice blocks buried
beneath the outwash.

Qs - Meltwater sluiceway (Pleistocene)
Bedded, fine to coarse, quartz-rich sand (outwash) contained within N-S channels of variable width. Sand
matrix is typically light to medium tan in color, contains small amounts of silt and clay (typically less
than 5% by weight), and often contains mostly granite and sandstone gravel and/or cobbles. Meltwater
sluiceways display smooth topography, and sediments cross-cut Grand Marais and Munising outwash
fans (Qg and Qm). Sluiceways likely formed as a result of meltwater spilling southward from the former
glacial margin during deglaciation. Channel banks are outlined with hachures pointing toward the center.

Qkt1-6 - Kame terrace (Pleistocene)
Bedded, fine to coarse, quartz-rich sand (outwash) deposited as a series of flat, step-like surfaces north
of the crests of the Grand Marais and Munising outwash fans (Qg and Qm). Sand matrix is typically light
to medium tan in color, contains small amounts of silt and clay (typically less than 5% by weight), and
may contain mostly granite and sandstone gravel and/or cobbles. Kame terraces generally display
smooth topography with interspersed areas of pitted (kettled) terrain. All surfaces gently slope towards
the east and formed as meltwater was routed eastward between the former glacial ice margin to the
north and the crests (heads of outwash) of the Munising and Grand Marais fans to the south.
Note: Kame terrace without a number designation is not an actual mapped unit in the GRI digital
geologic-GIS data or source data.

Qkt1 - Kame terrace 1 (Pleistocene)
Outwash surface has an approximate elevation range between 270-285 m AMSL.

Qkt2 - Kame terrace 2 (Pleistocene)
Outwash surface has an approximate elevation range between 255-265 m AMSL.

Qkt3 - Kame terrace 3 (Pleistocene)
Outwash surface has an approximate elevation range between 240-250 m AMSL.

Qkt4 - Kame terrace 4 (Pleistocene)
Outwash surface has an approximate elevation range between 220-235 m AMSL.
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Qkt5 - Kame terrace 5 (Pleistocene)
Outwash surface has an approximate elevation range between 205-215 m AMSL.

Qkt6 - Kame terrace 6 (Pleistocene)
Outwash surface has an approximate elevation range between 190-200 m AMSL.

Qts - Thin sediment above bedrock (Pleistocene)
Undifferentiated glacial and/or post-glacial sediments averaging less than approximately 5 m (16 ft) thick
above near-surface Precambrian or Cambro-Ordovician sandstone, dolomitic sandstone, or limestone
bedrock of the Jacobsville, Munising, and/or Au Train Formations. Sediment matrix is often dark brown in
color with orange or red hues containing fine to medium sand and variable amounts of silt and clay
(typically less than 15% by weight). Sandstone and/or granite gravel and cobbles are often present
within the matrix. May include areas of compact lodgment till with higher silt and clay content.
Sandstone and/or granite boulders are often observed on the surface.

Qd - Diamicton ridge (Pleistocene)
Thin, discontinuous linear ridges of non-stratified sediment (till) composed of loose, fine to medium sand
matrix often containing mostly granite and sandstone gravel, cobbles, and/or boulders. Matrix is typically
dark brown in color with orange or red hues containing variable amounts of silt and clay (typically less
than 15% by weight). Ridges may represent small push
moraines that were later segmented by glaciofluvial deposition. Segments are commonly less than 10 m
(33 ft) tall (low-relief), often less than 0.5 k m (0.3 mi) long, and oriented approximately NE-SW .

Qe - Esker (Pleistocene)
Isolated, sinuous ridge composed of stratified, fine to coarse sand that was deposited in a former
subglacial or ice-walled meltwater tunnel oriented perpendicular to the former ice margin. Matrix contains
small amounts of silt and clay (typically less than 5% by weight) and may contain gravel. Most eskers
throughout the mapped area are oriented approximately NW -SE and vary in size. Chevron symbols
point in the direction of meltwater transport (ranging from southward to eastward), and some eskers
display an associated fan at the terminal end.

Qdr - Drumlin (Pleistocene)
Isolated, elliptical ridge composed of non-stratified sediment (till) with fine sand matrix that often
contains mostly granite and sandstone gravel and cobbles. Matrix is typically dark brown in color with
orange or red hues containing variable amounts of silt and clay (typically less than 15% by weight). May
contain granite and sandstone boulders on the surface. Drumlins are oriented NW -SE, outlined by
bearing symbol, and geometry indicates former ice flow direction was to the southeast.
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Qpm - Stacked push moraine (Pleistocene)
An isolated, elongated mound of deformed fine to coarse, quartz-rich sand and gravel with southeasterlydipping bedding and folds. Granite and sandstone boulders observed on the surface. This mound is
approximately 1.2 k m (0.75 mi) long and 30 m (100 ft) tall and contains deformed bedding. This feature
may have formed as a result of short-term oscillations of a former glacial ice margin that sequentially
shoved smaller push moraines composed of pre-existing sediment (stratified outwash) southeastward.

OCPRbr - Bedrock (Neoproterozoic to Early Ordovician)
R - Bedrock (Neoproterozoic - Early Ordovician)
Surface bedrock exposures of sandstone, dolomitic sandstone, and/or limestone of the Jacobsville
(Neoproterozoic), Munising (Late Cambrian), and/or Au Train (Early Ordovician) Formations. Outcrops of
the Jacobsville Formation are more common in the eastern quadrangles and outcrops of the Munising
and Au Train Formations are more common in the western quadrangles. Exposed bedrock slopes may
be overlain with thin colluvium.

Surficial Ancillary Source Map Information
The following sections present ancillary source map information associated with surficial map sources
used for this project.

Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore (Surficial Geology)
The formal citation for this source.
VanderMeer, S. M., 2020, Surficial Geology of Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore, Michigan:
Western Michigan University, Ph.D. Dissertation, scale 1:24,000 (GRI Source Map ID 76110).
Prominent graphics and text associated with this source.

Info, Disclaimers, Acknowledgements, etc.
Topography compiled by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) . Geology based on field work by
Sarah VanderMeer of Western Michigan University, assisted by El Hachemi Bouali of Michigan
Technological University, in 2015-2016. Map compilation and digital cartography by Sarah VanderMeer
following standard mapping procedures of the Michigan Geological Survey.
All map data reprojected to Michigan GeoRef, North American Datum of 1983 (NAD83).
Support for field work and map preparation was provided by the United States Geological Survey,
National Cooperative Geologic Mapping Program award no. G15AC00158 (2015) and the National Park
Service Geoscientist-in-the-Park Program (GIP) program (2016-2017) in partnership with AmeriCorps, the
Conservation Legacy Environmental Stewards program, and the Geological Society of America .
The views and conclusions contained in this document are those of the author and should not be
interpreted as necessarily representing the official policies, either expressed or implied, of the United
States Government.
Western Michigan University, the Michigan Geological Survey, and the State of Michigan make no
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guarantee, expressed or implied, regarding the correctness of the interpretations presented in this
document and accept no liability for the consequences of decisions made by others based on the
information presented here. The geologic interpretations are based on data that may vary with respect to
accuracy of geographic location, the type and quantity of data available at each location, and the
scientific and technical qualifications of the data sources. Maps in this document are not meant to be
enlarged.
The author appreciates the help of the following individuals for data collection and project collaboration:
El Hachemi Bouali (Michigan Technological University); Drs. Alan Kehew, Robb Gillespie, and William
Sauck (Western Michigan University); Bruce Heise and Bruce Leutscher (National Park Service); Tim
Connors, Jim Chappell, Jason Kenworthy, Stephanie O’Meara, and James Winter (National Park
Service); John Esch (Michigan Department of Environmental Quality); Dr. Walter Loope (United States
Geological Survey); and Sita Karki (Western Michigan University and the Michigan Geological Survey).
Text from source map: Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore (Surficial Geology)

Map Preparation Procedures
This map was produced by integrating extensive field investigations of surficial materials with several
additional datasets, including digital elevation models (DEMs), aerial imagery, a soil survey of Alger
County (Schwenner, 2013), and existing geologic maps, reports, and geologic literature of the area. Field
studies consisted of sediment observation and classification in natural exposures, road and stream cuts,
construction or sand/gravel pit excavations, shallow hand-augured borings, and small pits dug by the
investigators. Depth of investigation was generally around 1.5 m (5 ft) except in areas of greater
exposure, like deep road cuts and sand/gravel pits. 372 sediment samples were classified throughout
the mapped area. Additionally, 356 non-invasive passive seismic surveys were conducted within and just
outside the mapped area to provide regional subsurface information concerning the thickness and extent
of surficial geologic units. The Michigan Department of Environmental Quality Wellogic and historical
scanned water-well log databases were viewed to confirm accuracies of sediment thickness estimates.
The DEM and associated hillshade used during digital cartography was created from LiDAR data of Alger
County with <1 m (60 cm) resolution. This high-resolution elevation data was proven especially valuable
to differentiate outwash units and to locate and interpret subtle features, such as diamicton ridges (Qd)
and several eskers (Qe), that would otherwise have remained unrecognized. Other than lake boundaries,
map contacts are approximate and inferred.
Text from source map: Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore (Surficial Geology)

Discussion
Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore consists of approximately 69 km (43 mi) of scenic coastline along
the southern shore of Lake Superior in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan. The park is about 300 km2 (114
mi2) and is almost fully incorporated within the ten 7.5 minute quadrangles presented in this map, which
cover approximately 1,330 km2 (513 mi2). Pictured Rocks earns its name from the colorfully stained
sandstone bedrock cliffs that average about 30 m (100 ft) above Lake Superior (photo 1) in the Indian
Town, Wood Island SE, and Grand Portal Point quadrangles. The Pictured Rocks region offers a
spectacular high-relief landscape. Elevation throughout the mapped area ranges between approximately
184 m (600 ft) above mean sea level (AMSL) along the low sandy portions (Qb) of the Lake Superior
coastline, to approximately 340 m (1,100 ft) AMSL along parts of the Munising outwash fan complex (
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Qm) in the Au Sable Point SE and SW quadrangles. The Grand Sable Dunes (Qb in the Grand Sable
Lake quadrangle) are located approximately 280-300 m AMSL along Lake Superior and are among the
highest elevations within Pictured Rocks. The bluff represents the most dramatic relief in the area, rising
almost 120 m (400 ft) above Lake Superior only 150 m (500 ft) inland from the shoreline.
The bedrock throughout the Pictured Rocks region consists of various types of sandstone, dolomitic
sandstone, and limestone of the Jacobsville (Late Precambrian), Munising (Cambrian), and Au Train
(Early Ordovician) Formations (Hamblin, 1958; Haddox and Dott, 1990; Miller et al., 2006). The Au Train
Formation is sometimes separated and classified as the Trempealeau Formation (Late Cambrian) and
Prairie du Chien Group (Ordovician; e.g. Milstein, 1987). The Pictured Rocks cliffs are mainly composed
of the Munising Formation (photo 1). The steep cliffs result in very thin bedrock sections (C) on the map
along much of the coast and near the waterfalls.
Bedrock in the mapped area, other than along exposed cliffs, is covered by varying thickness of glacial
and post-glacial sediments. Glacial sediments were deposited as the Laurentide Ice Sheet (LIS)
advanced and retreated through the region approximately 13,000 – 11,000 cal yr BP. The abundance of
hummocky and kettled terrain in the mapped area suggests a stagnant glacial margin in this region
where numerous detached ice blocks were initially covered by different outwash units. These outwash
sediments then collapsed as the ice blocks melted, thereby creating the current uneven topography.
Sediment thicknesses around the Pictured Rocks area were estimated using the horizontal-to-vertical
spectral ratio (HVSR) passive seismic technique (e.g. Esch and Sauck, 2015). The western quadrangles
(Indian Town, Melstrand, Wood Island SE, and Grand Portal Point) are characterized by thin
accumulations of undifferentiated sediments above shallow bedrock, averaging approximately 5 m or
less. Exceptions include areas of glacial outwash deposits (Qsg, Qg, and Qs) where sediment
accumulations are greater. Eastern quadrangles (Trappers Lake, Au Sable Point SW, Au Sable Point
SE, Au Sable Point, Grand Sable Lake, and Grand Marais) mainly show much thicker accumulations of
quartz-rich sands that are interpreted as different glacial outwash units (primarily Qg, Qm, Qs, and Qkt16).
Textural analysis was performed on 36 sediment samples, taken from a variety of landforms, in an
attempt to detect any sedimentological signatures unique to individual units (especially among the
various outwash units). Samples were processed using dry sieving methods (e.g. American Society for
Testing and Materials, 1970) with a seven-sieve stack plus bottom pan to collect fines (silt and clay). All
samples yielded either medium or fine sand (0.250 mm and 0.125 mm particle diameter, respectively
from sieves #60 and #120) composing the largest percentage of sample weight. The percentage of fines
within all but five samples were under 3% by weight. Undifferentiated thin sediment above bedrock (Qts)
and diamicton ridges (Qd) typically yielded the highest percentages of fines, ranging between 6-13% by
weight. Weight percentages of fines selected to describe map units were estimated from samples in
which textural analysis was performed, though no patterns were detected from the data.
Eskers, drumlins, and a push moraine (photo 2) located in the western quadrangles all indicate that
former ice-flow direction was toward the southeast throughout this area. The push moraine developed as
an advancing ice margin pushed preexisting glacial outwash into an elongated mound (oriented SW-NE),
deforming the bedding in the previously deposited outwash. Beds are folded and dipping in the direction
of ice flow (southeast). Subtle diamicton ridges (oriented approximately SW-NE) also occur in the
western quadrangles. These features are interpreted to trace former ice margin positions that connect to
previously established positions at the crest of the Grand Marais and Munising outwash fan complexes
in the eastern quadrangles.
The Munising and Grand Marais outwash fan complexes (Qm and Qg) are among the most prominent
glacial landforms in the region that flank the southern Pictured Rocks boundary. The crests of the
Munising and Grand Marais outwash fan complexes represent ice margin positions where the LIS
paused for a significant period of time and deposited large southward-grading fans from meltwater exiting
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the glacial system. These outwash fan complexes were originally classified as a single landform and
interpreted as a moraine, termed the Munising moraine (Leverett, 1911; 1929; Bergquist, 1936; Martin,
1957). More recent studies, however, have indicated that this nearly continuous upland is composed of
two landforms, often termed the Munising and Grand Marais moraines, that were deposited at separate
times when the LIS margin paused at the same location (Drexler et al., 1983; Blewett, 1994; Blewett et
al., 2014). The Munising and Grand Marais “moraines” have been reinterpreted as heads of outwash with
a series of associated outwash fans resulting from a stagnant ice margin (Blewett and Rieck, 1987),
though are still often referred to as “moraines,” despite outdated glacial connotation, due to the wellestablished nomenclature. Thus, map units for the Munising and Grand Marais outwash fan complexes (
Qm and Qg) refer to the sediments of the Munising and Grand Marais “moraines.”
Cross-cutting relationships between the Munising and Grand Marais outwash and the configuration of the
southern fan limits indicate that Munising outwash is older than Grand Marais outwash. Munising
outwash fans graded into former Lake Algonquin (Blewett et al., 2014), which was a large proglacial lake
that filled the Lake Michigan and Huron basins and inundated much of the eastern Upper Peninsula and
northern tip of the Lower Peninsula approximately 13,000 cal yr BP (e.g. Larsen, 1987). The southern
edge of this fan complex shows a clear distal delta terminus in the quadrangles directly south of the Au
Sable Point SE and SW quadrangles (Sunken Lake and Driggs Lake, not mapped) as outwash
sediments were abruptly deposited upon entering Lake Algonquin (Blewett et al., 2014). Munising
outwash fans show hummocky topography and are generally located at higher elevations than the
younger Grand Marais outwash fans.
The Grand Marais outwash fan complex is typically associated with LIS retreat following the Marquette
glacial phase approximately 11,000 cal yr BP (e.g. Blewett et al., 2014). These fans cross-cut Munising
outwash fans and show smooth topography interspersed with areas of pitted (kettled) terrain. Grand
Marais fans lack a distinct southern terminus south of the mapped area, and instead show gentle
southern gradation across much of the Upper Peninsula to the northern Lake Michigan shore.
Both the Munising and Grand Marais fan complexes are cross-cut by spillway channels (Qs) that may
have formed as a result of catastrophic meltwater discharge southward from the ice margin (Hughes,
1989; Blewett, 2012). As high-velocity waterflow exited the glacial system, approximately N-S oriented
channels were carved, and outwash sediments were deposited in the spillways.
Meltwater kame terraces (Qkt1-6 in the eastern quadrangles) likely developed as the LIS retreated from
the Upper Peninsula for the final time following the Marquette glacial phase. After the Grand Marais
outwash fans were deposited from meltwater flowing southward from the ice margin, the LIS retreated
northward exposing areas of lower elevations. Meltwater was then routed eastward following the lowest
exposed elevations, constrained between the LIS margin to the north and the crests of the Grand Marais
and Munising outwash fans to the south. Continued exposure of lower-elevation areas during deglaciation
led to step-like surfaces, and incisions developed within several terraces. Blewett (1994) identifies these
topographic patterns and uses them to propose a six-phase deglaciation history during which these
kame terraces developed.
Following deglaciation, water levels in Lake Superior varied due to fluctuating outlet elevations and
climate conditions. Lake Nipissing occupied the Lake Superior, Michigan, and Huron basins
approximately 5,000 cal yr BP (e.g. Larson and Schaetzl, 2001). Lake Nipissing closely mimicked the
present Upper Great Lakes shorelines with water levels several meters higher than current levels. In the
Pictured Rocks region, the Nipissing shoreline is viewed approximately 12 m (40 ft) above Lake Superior
(Blewett, 2012).
Holocene sand accumulated along the shoreline as water levels dropped from Lake Nipissing to present
day levels. Twelvemile beach is a stretch of Holocene sand (Qb) along Lake Superior in the Trappers
Lake, Au Sable Point SW, and Au Sable Point quadrangles that connects the bedrock cliffs in the west
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(mainly Munising and Au Train Formations) to the bedrock beach exposed at Au Sable Point (Jacobsville
Formation). The Grand Sable Dunes (photo 3) are a perched dune system along the Lake Superior coast
in the Grand Sable Lake quadrangle that rise almost 122 m (400 ft) above Lake Superior. The Grand
Sable Banks consist of the northern bluff of the highest kame terrace (Qkt1), and transition to Qkt5 in
the east. Windblown sand (Qb) travels up the bluff and is deposited as part of the dune system that is
“perched” on top of the much larger glacial landform. The bluff is destabilized during periods of higher
Lake Superior water levels (present day conditions), which allows sand movement upslope and promotes
dune building (Farrell and Hughes, 1985; Anderton and Loope, 1995; Loope et al., 2004). Lower water
levels allow for bluff stabilization; therefore, active dune building ends during these periods. Photo 4
shows the approximately easterly-dipping crossbedding that is present in the Qkt1 outwash on the
Grand Sable Banks, reflecting previous meltwater flow directions as kame terraces formed.
Text from source map: Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore (Surficial Geology)

Photo 1: Indian Head

A bedrock cliff exposure (OCPRbr) called “Indian Head” along Lake Superior in the Grand Portal Point
quadrangle. The bedrock in the Pictured Rocks region is mainly characterized various types of
sandstone separated into three main units: the Jacobsville Formation (Late Precambrian), the Munising
Formation (Cambrian), and the Au Train Formation (Early Ordovician). Most of the exposed bedrock cliffs
are composed of the Munising Formation. Photo by Sarah VanderMeer.
Photo from source map: Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore (Surficial Geology)
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Photo 2: Push Moraine

Deformation observed at the northern pit in the push moraine (Qpm) within the Indian Town quadrangle.
Well-sorted fine to coarse sand show deformed bedding and folds dipping to the southeast. This feature
developed as a readvancing ice margin pushed preexisting sediment (glacial outwash) into the mound of
deformed bedded sand. Photo of Sarah VanderMeer at the push moraine was taken by Alan Kehew.
Photo from source map: Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore (Surficial Geology)
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Photo 3: Grand Sable Banks and Dunes

A view of the Grand Sable Banks (Qkt1 and Qkt5 further east) and Dunes (Qb) along Lake Superior in
the Grand Sable Lake quadrangle. The northern bluff of the highest meltwater kame terrace (Qkt1)
constructs the majority of the Grand Sable Banks, and the Grand Sable Dunes consist of an
accumulation of windblown sand on top of the kame terrace surfaces (Qkt1 and Qkt5). Photo by Sarah
VanderMeer.
Photo from source map: Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore (Surficial Geology)
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Photo 4: Crossbeds Observed along the Grand Sable Banks

Crossbeds within the highest meltwater kame terrace (Qkt1) observed along the Grand Sable Banks
(Grand Sable Lake quadrangle). Penny shown for scale. Medium to coarse sand with beds dipping
eastward, reflecting previous meltwater flow direction in this area. Photo by Sarah VanderMeer.
Photo from source map: Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore (Surficial Geology)

Metadata Information
LiDAR DEM with <1m resolution (60 cm) and associated hillshade of Alger County, Michigan was used
during map production, though map is intended to be viewed at a 1:24,000 scale. The National Park
Service provided the LiDAR DEM and hillshade of Alger County, as well as a 10-m DEM and hillshade of
the greater Pictured Rocks area (portions of Alger and Schoolcraft Counties). Field investigations
included sediment classification approximately 5 ft deep below the surface soil horizons in the parent
sediment (C-horizon). Classification and additional details, such as sedimentary structures, were
possible in areas of greater exposure, like deep road cuts or sand/gravel excavation sites. Quadrangles
boundaries, lakes, rivers, and county boundaries were obtained from the GIS open data website through
the State of Michigan. The vast majority of the lake polygons in the mapped area were edited to reflect
the accuracy of the high-resolution LiDAR DEM, and rivers were also edited where significantly spatially
erroneous when viewed at a 1:24,000 scale. Muck was digitized using aerial imagery, field data, and the
LiDAR DEM hillshade. Remaining units were then digitized using field data and the LiDAR DEM and
hillshade. Topographic patterns viewed with the LiDAR DEM were especially helpful in differentiating the
various types of similar sand units encountered in the mapped area. Non-invasive passive seismic
surveys were conducted to provide subsurface information concerning the thickness and extent of
surficial geologic units. The Michigan Department of Environmental Quality Wellogic and historical
scanned water-well log databases were viewed to confirm accuracies of sediment thickness estimates.
Other than lake boundaries, map contacts are approximate and inferred.
Text from source map: Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore (Surficial Geology)
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Digital Bedrock Geologic-GIS Map of Pictured Rocks NL and
Vicinity
Bedrock Map Unit List
The bedrock geologic units present in the digital geologic-GIS data produced for Pictured Rocks National
Lakeshore, Michigan (PIRO) are listed below. Units are listed with their assigned unit symbol and unit
name (e.g., Obr - Black River Limestone). Units are listed from youngest to oldest. Information about
each geologic unit is also presented in the GRI Geologic Unit Information (PIROUNIT_BEDROCK) table
included with the GRI digital geologic-GIS data. Some source unit symbols, names and/or ages may
have been changed in this document and in the GRI digital geologic-GIS data. This was done to reflect
current understanding of names and ages of rocks in the Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore area. In
this case the unit's now recognized symbol, name, and age were adopted. Unit symbols, names and/or
ages in a unit descriptions, or on a correlation of map units or other source map figure were not edited. If
a unit symbol, name or age was changed by the GRI the unit's source map symbol, name and/or age
appears with the unit's source map description.

Paleozoic Era
Ordovician Period
Obr - Black River Limestone
Oat - Au Train Formation
Cambrian Period
Ct - Trempealeau Formation
Cm - Munising Formation

Precambrian Era
Middle Proterozoic Period
Yj - Jacobsville Sandstone

Bedrock Map Unit Descriptions
Descriptions of all geologic map units, generally listed from youngest to oldest, are presented below.

Obr - Black River Limestone (Middle Ordovician)
BRG - Black River Group (Ordovician)
The Black River Limestone [formation] in southern Alger County, northern Delta County and vicinity is
represented by the Bony Falls member. It consists of hard, buff to gray colored, fine-grained, very
argillaceous to relatively pure limestone that may be occasionally dolomitic. A few interbeds of limey
shale are present locally. This unit is very fossiliferous. Evidence of subaerial erosion appears at several
levels throughout the section, as do disconformities of varying magnitude. The surfaces of these
disconformities show numerous borings by unknown organisms. The whole section indicates deposition
under shallow water conditions comparatively close to the shore. These sediments along with those from
the overlying Trenton Group in the Northern Peninsula of Michigan represent near shore deposits which
accumulated under fluctuating conditions in shallow water.
Description from source publication: Middle and Upper Ordovician Rocks of Michigan
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Oat - Au Train Formation (Early Ordovician)
PDF - Prairie du Chien Group (Ordovician)
Above the Trempealeau, similar in appearance and lithology and representing the Prairie du Chien Group
is a lithologic unit whose physical character is well-known but whose age is apparently in dispute. For
clarity and completeness, this unit will be referred to herein as the informal "Au Train Formation".
The dominant lithology of the Au Train Formation is a medium-to fine-grained dolomitic sandstone. The
ratio of sand grains to dolomite throughout the section differs considerably, as some beds are pure
dolomite with only an occasional floating sand grain, and other beds are pure sandstone. Lithologic
variation in the Au Train makes it convenient to divide the formation into two members. The lower
member is approximately 100 feet thick and is characterized by abundant glauconite. The glauconite
occurs as disseminated grains in the dolomitic sand, and in thin dark-green beds in which glauconite
constitutes over 35 percent of the mineral composition. The thin beds of concentrated glauconite are
more abundant near the base of the section at 3 to 12 foot intervals. Higher in the glauconitic member
the beds of concentrated glauconite are less numerous. Locally individual glauconite zones may be used
as key beds for correlation (fig. 70). The bedding in the glauconite member is thin and undulatory and
accentuated by numerous shale lenses and blebs. The color of the glauconitic member is buff to
brownish-gray; but where glauconite is extremely abundant a speckled green or solid dark-green color
predominates. Some of the more dolomitic beds are characteristically blue to bluish-gray. Much of the
weathered surface of the lowermost beds is a definite brown color which stands out in contrast to the
white Munising formation along the Pictured Rock cliffs. In the upper member of the Au Train Formation
glauconite is completely absent and thin sandstone lenses are numerous.
The Au Train Formation is a relatively resistant formation that forms the cap rock of the outermost
northern cuesta of the Michigan Basin. The escarpment is prominent in Alger County, but is obscured to
the south and west by a thick drift cover. Isolated outcrops are at Sault Point, Tahquamenon River about
a quarter of a mile above the upper Falls, and in the bluffs approximately 1 mile south of Grand Marais.
The Au Train Formation is exposed at the top of Chapel Falls and forms the uppermost units of the
Pictured Rocks between Miner's Castle and Sand Point. Isolated patches are also at the highest
elevation on Grand Island. West of Munising the escarpment has receded several miles south of the
shore, but it maintains its bold character and provides a drop of approximately 100 feet for many of the
water falls of Alger County.
Description from source publication: Cambrian Sandstones of Northern Michigan

Ct - Trempealeau Formation (late Cambrian)
TMP - Trempealeau Formation (Cambrian)
Above the Miner's Castle Member of the Munising Formation is the late Cambrian Trempealeau
Formation. The Trempealeau is distinctive in that it forms a cap rock on the weaker underlying Miner's
Castle. The Trempealeau Formation is evident in the western half of the national lakeshore, cropping out
only along the top edge of the cliffs. The Trempealeau is a hard, buff to light brown, mottled, dolomitic
sandstone, containing abundant glauconite and minor amounts of chert.
Description from source publication: Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore
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Cm - Munising Formation (late Cambrian)
MUN - Munising Formation (Cambrian)
The Munising Formation consists of three distinct lithic units. They are in ascending order: The basal
conglomerate, the Chapel Rock member, and the Miner's Castle member. These units persist with only
slight lateral changes throughout the entire outcrop belt and can be distinguished on the basis of grain
size, sorting, composition, and sedimentary structures.
The following members are listed to provide a lithologic description for the Munising Formation but
mapping of the individual units are not provided in the GIS data accompanying this document.
Basal Conglomerate - an orthoquartzitic conglomerate which attains a maximum thickness of 15 feet.
Vein quartz, quartzites, and chert invariably constitute over 90 percent of the conglomerate. White, red,
purple, black, and brown are the predominant colors, but the percentage of each variety is not constant
from one locality to the next. The average diameter of the pebbles in the basal conglomerate is from 2 to
3 inches. The most continuous exposures are in the shore cliffs of Grand Island and in several places
along the base of the Pictured Rocks.
Chapel Rock member - overlies the basal conglomerate and consists of well-sorted medium-grained
sandstone characterized by large-scale cross-bedding. The sandstone of the Chapel Rock member is
composed almost entirely of quartz, chert and quartzite grains. Calcium carbonate is locally abundant
but is restricted to zones near fractures and cannot be considered as the predominant cementing
material. Many small angular quartz fragments constitute a matrix for larger grains and thus act as a
clastic binder. Silica, however, is in most places the predominant cementing material and occurs as
secondary overgrowths in crystallographic continuity with the detrital grains. The degree of secondary
quartz overgrowths varies considerably throughout the outcrop belt. Generally the Chapel Rock member
is friable but at Tahquamenon Falls the degree of secondary quartz overgrowths is so extreme that an
orthoquartzite with very little porosity has been produced. Excepting surficial stains along the Pictured
Rocks, the color of the Chapel Rock member is white, buff, or salmon red. The color differs from place to
place but changes are not abrupt. Along the Pictured Rocks, the Chapel Rock member is colored in
brilliant shades of red, yellow, green, black, brown, and white. The various colors are in vertical bands
where mineral and organic matter is deposited from the effluent seepage of ground water down the face
of the cliffs. Excellent exposures of the Chapel Rock member are along the entire extent of the Pictured
Rocks. East of Mosquito Harbor this member constitutes virtually the entire section exposed in the cliffs,
but because of a southwest component of dip only the upper 10 to 15 feet of the Chapel Rock member is
exposed above the lake level from Munising to Miner's Castle. The name is derived from the excellent
exposures at Chapel Rock near the eastern end of the Pictured Rocks cliffs.
Miner's Castle member - constitutes the upper 140 feet of the Munising formation and consists of poorly
sorted sandstone which is characteristically cross-bedded. Quartz grains constitute over 95 percent of
the Miner's Castle member. In most outcrops the color of the fresh sandstone of the Miner's Castle
member is primarily light-gray to white and is a weak, non-resistant, slope-forming unit. A striking
deviation from the gray to white color is produced by the abundant greenish-blue shale in the lower units.
This gives a greenish-blue hue to that part of the section, whereas the upper units, devoid of shale, are
characteristically light gray to white. Without much secondary quartz, which is the major cementing
agent, the rock remains porous and friable. Like the Chapel Rock member, surficial stains produce
various shades of red, brown, yellow, and black in the major outcrops, especially in the Pictured Rocks
cliffs. The size of the sets of cross-strata is remarkably small as they average between 4 and 6 inches
thick. This small-scale cross-bedding stands out in bold contrast to the large-scale cross-bedding of the
Chapel Rock member and in most outcrops it is sufficient to distinguish the two members. Thin lenses
of blue shale nearly everywhere separate the sets of cross-strata in the lower part of the section but
most of the upper units are pure sandstone and the sorting is much better. The lower Chapel Rock
member constitutes most of the section exposed in the Pictured Rocks cliffs and only the lower part of
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the Miner's Castle member is exposed. Practically all of the Miner's Castle section is exposed at
Tahquamenon Falls and in the bluffs behind Grand Marais. Westward, at least the upper part of this
member is exposed in all the major falls in Alger County.
Description from source publication: Cambrian Sandstones of Northern Michigan

Yj - Jacobsville Sandstone (middle Proterozoic)
JAC - Jacobsville Sandstone (middle Proterozoic)
The Jacobsville Sandstone is primarily composed of medium- to coarse-grained, rounded to subangular
quartz grains that constitute over 75 percent of the detrital constituents in the Jacobsville Formation. The
base is generally conglomeratic. Higher in the section, stringers of very coarse sand and conglomerate
are concentrated along several horizons or in zones parallel to the cross-bedding. Secondary lithologies
within the Jacobsville formation are predominantly red siltstone and shale. After quartz, feldspar is the
next most abundant mineral and occurs as fresh or slightly altered angular grains. Pyroxene, amphibole
and fragments of basalt and iron formation occur in minor amounts. The matrix consists of fine particles
of quartz mixed with clay minerals, that act as a clastic binder. Iron oxide, authigenic quartz and some
calcium carbonate are also important cementing materials.
The color of the Jacobsville Sandstone is one of its most striking characteristics. Red and reddish-brown
predominate, but in practically every outcrop the basic red color is mottled with white streaks, blotches,
and circular spots. This variation in color is thought to be due to changes in permeability within the
formation and variable leaching of iron constituents.
Along most of the coast from Munising to Beaver Lake, the Jacobsville is completely below water level
and is overlain by the Munising Formation, which constitutes the Pictured Rocks in that area. In several
places, however, in the Pictured Rocks area, the Jacobsville can be recognized a few feet above the lake
level. Farther east, good exposures are found at Au Sable Point and in the bluffs behind Grand Marais.
Description from source publication: Cambrian Sandstones of Northern Michigan

Bedrock Ancillary Source Map Information
The following sections present ancillary source map information associated with bedrock map and
publication sources used for this project. Only bedrock source publications with ancillary information are
listed below.

Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore
The formal citation for this source.
Milstein, R. L., 1987, Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore, Northern Michigan: Geological Society of
America, Centennial Field Guide - North-Central Section, 3p (GRI Source Map ID 75572).
Prominent graphics and text associated with this source.
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Figure 4, Generalized Cross Section

Graphic from source map: Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore
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GRI Digital Data Credits
This document was developed and completed by Jim Chappell (Colorado State University) for the NPS
Geologic Resources Division (GRD) Geologic Resources Inventory (GRI) Program. Quality control of this
document by Stephanie O'Meara (Colorado State University).
The information in this document was compiled from GRI source maps, and is intended to accompany
the digital geologic-GIS maps and other digital data for Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore, Michigan
(PIRO) developed by Jim Chappell (Colorado State University) (see the GRI Digital Maps and Source
Map Citations section of this document for all sources used by the GRI in the completion of this
document and related GRI digital geologic-GIS maps). Legacy GRI digital geologic-GIS data for this
project was initially developed by James Winter, Stephanie O'Meara, Andrea Croskrey and Jack Garner.
GRI finalization by Jim Chappell (Colorado State University).
GRI program coordination and scoping provided by Bruce Heise, Jason Kenworthy and Tim Connors
(NPS GRD, Lakewood, Colorado).
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